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Abstract: This research analyzes the impact in the electromagnetic compatibility 
that the configurations of the neutral of grounding systems have in hospitals. The 
results herein propose a consistent standard model as the basis for future regulations 
to provide consistent guidelines for designing the power and telecommunications 
networks in hospitals, reducing the undesirable low frequency radiation exposure 
and improving their operations and maintenance.  An experiment was carried out 
in two hospitals with different neutral configurations, so that the comparison could 
be validated. The outcomes of the simulation are presented and discussed, checking 
their compliance with International Electromagnetic Compatibility Normative. 
The TN-S neutral configuration is compared with the current standard design 
recommendations, showing a better performance in terms of network stability 
and electromagnetic compatibility. This study tries to justify the implementation 
of a design practice for the grounding system of hospitals which improves the 
management of the installation, its safety and durability. 

Keywords: Grounding System; Neutral Conductor; Electromagnetic 
Compatibility; Electromagnetic Interference; Hospital.

1. Introduction
The Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) is defined as “the branch of electrical 
engineering concerned with the unintentional generation, propagation and reception 
of electromagnetic energy which may cause unwanted effects such as electromagnetic 
interference (EMI) or even physical damage in operational equipment.” These unwanted 
effects require special attention when designing the electrical network and are especially 
significant in a hospital (White, Denny, 1983). This is because a hospital requires 
safer conditions for users and hosts medical electrical appliances that cause sensitive 
emissions. The other concern with undesired radiations is how sensitive electrical 
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devices, instruments or the telecommunications network are when being exposed to 
near electromagnetic interferences and adversely affected (Headquarters Department 
of Army, 2002).

Taking the EMC/EMI concerns in the design would improve the daily operations 
(San Martín, 2001), providing better performance of the equipment connected to the 
electrical network, expanding the service life-cycle, and reducing the exposure of hospital 
users to undesired radiations (IARC Working Group). This research shows how the 
implementation of the neutral in grounding systems impact on the calculated EMC level 
(Grcev, 2001; Lacroix & Calvas, 2000; Calvas, 1998) with an experiment that simulates 
the behavior of two electrical installations in existing hospitals. At present, there is no 
normative framework considering the effect of the neutral in the design of electrical 
facilities (Muro, 2011) and the scientific literature addressing the issue is scarce (IEEE). 

1.1. Grounding System: Concept

The grounding system of an electrical network is the direct connection of a metallic 
enclosure to the electrical earth (Zhiqin & Shenjun, 2010). Effective grounding firstly 
prevents the formation of eventual hazardous voltage differences in the building, its 
facilities and the surroundings (Switzer, 1999)., evacuating leakage currents (Hofneinz, 
2005) or atmospheric electrical discharges straight to earth.

1.2. Grounding System: Nomenclature

Regulations offers several grounding strategies based on users’ protection experience. 
Each strategy -configuration or scheme- is identified with two or eventually three capital 
letters (Lacroix & Calvas, 2000; IEEE, 1991). The first letter indicates how the power 
supply connects to the earth. “T” means that the connection to the earth is direct; “I” 
means that all the active parts are isolated from the earth or connected through a high 
impedance to it. The second letter indicates how the metallic enclosures of the electrical 
equipment connect to earth. “T” means that the connection of equipment cases to earth 
is direct, regardless of the earth provided by the power supply; “N” means that the 
equipment metallic case is directly connected to the neutral. The third letter (occasional) 
indicates how the neutral connects to the protective earth. “S” means that the neutral (N) 
is isolated from the protective earth (PE). “C” means that both PE and N are combined in 
one common conductor: PEN conductor.

1.3. Grounding System: Configurations

The power supply in TT grounding has one single point connected to the earth (T) and 
the enclosures connected directly to the earth (T) in different points provided by the 
power supply. The power supply in TN grounding has one single point, generally the 
neutral, connected to the earth (T) and the enclosures connected to the same point via 
protective conductors (N). Figure 1 shows the diagram of both schemes. TN delivers two 
options, TN-C and TN-S, with different influence in the magnetic fields (Schmautzer et 
al. 2001). 
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Figure 1 – TT grounding system and TN-S grounding system. Blocks diagram.

2. Materials and Methods 
This research proposed an experiment to demonstrate the optimal performance of one 
of the grounding configurations for the electrical installations in hospitals. It is necessary 
to replicate the same nonlinear behavior of the loads in identical test scenarios for each 
scheme for comparing their electrical performance and the consequent radiation. 

The experiment makes use of real data from existing hospital installation as the first 
option, but requires the use of simulation tools, because direct testing of an alternate 
real installation facility would be otherwise unfeasible. The simulation starts mimicking 
the electrical network and tuning it with real measures taken from existing hospitals, 
getting the electrical behavior of the low voltage network with the well-known software 
tool, ETAP. The grounding systems are also modeled with real measures taken from two 
Spanish hospitals: University Hospital of Burgos (UHB) with a running TN-S grounding 
system and the University Hospital of Ceuta (UHC) with a TT grounding system. Once 
the model for each hospital has been tuned the electrical simulation runs providing 
the electrical parameters that become the inputs for the next simulation phase that is 
the EMC done with CST Studio. CST provides the radiation effect by solving Maxwell 
equations with Finite Elements Method. Figure 2 shows the steps of the experiment. 
Brenna recently showed the improvements in the accuracy of this method (Brenna et 
al. 2018).

Figure 2 – Steps for the evaluation of TN-S and TT grounding system EMC in hospitals.

2.1. Parameter Selection for the Simulation

The applicable normative and scientific literature refers to the Exposure Limit Values 
(ELV) that guarantee the appropriate operation, and we particularize for the hospital 
equipment under a standard power supply specification. The Part 2 of the Spanish 
Standard UNE-EN 60601-1-2:2008 deals with the general requirements for basic safety 
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and essential performance: Electromagnetic compatibility - Requirements and tests, as 
listed in Table 1. 

This will assure that the equipment is intended to work according to the specified 
conditions. These tests assess the response of electrical equipment to simulated events, 
indicating the maximum field levels at each location.

Immunity Test IEC 60601 test level Electromagnetic environment-guidance

Electromagnetic 
environment-
guidance

Electromagnetic environment-
guidance

Floors should be wood, concrete or ceramic tile.
If floors are covered with synthetic material, the 
relative humidity should be at least 30 %.

Electrical fast 
transient/burst IEC 
61000-4-4

± 2 kV for power supply lines
± 1 kV for input/output lines

Mains power quality should be that of a typical 
commercial or hospital environment.

Surge IEC 61000-
4-5

± 1 kV line(s) to line(s)
± 2 kV line(s) to earth

Mains power quality should be that of a typical 
commercial or hospital environment.

Voltage dips, short 
interruptions and 
voltage variations 
on power supply 
input lines IEC 
61000-4-11

<5 % UT1

(>95 % dip in UT) for 0,5 cycle 
40 % UT
(60 % dip in UT) for 5 cycles 
70 % UT
(30 % dip in UT) for 25 cycles 
<5 % UT
(>95 % dip in UT) for 5 s

Mains power quality should be that of a typical 
commercial or hospital environment. If the 
user of the [ME EQUIPMENT or ME SYSTEM] 
requires continued operation during power 
mains interruptions, it is recommended that 
the [ME EQUIPMENT or ME SYSTEM] be 
powered from an uninterruptible power supply 
or a battery

Power frequency 
(50/60 Hz) 
magnetic field IEC 
61000-4-8

3 A/m Power frequency magnetic fields should be at 
levels characteristic of a typical location in a 
typical commercial or hospital environment

1 UT is the AC mains voltage prior to application of the test level.

Table 1 – Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration electromagnetic immunity UNE-
EN-60601-1-2-2008.

The user exposure to electromagnetic fields, also itemized in Table 1, measures the 
magnitude of the Electric Field, E, in Volts/meter (V/m), and the Magnetic Field, H, in 
Amps/meter (A/m) indicating the adequate values for people exposure to a radiation 
source. Therefore, the less the level of E in V/m and H in A/m, the more appropriate for 
the people. Measures are taken at 50Hz for three-phase power, which is the common 
supply in Spain.

The catheters, probes and other electrical extensions of the medical electrical equipment 
are not considered in the simulation because they are normally separated by equipment 
embedded transformers that provide galvanic isolation between the powered equipment 
and the electrical installation of the building. This has been the normal protecting 
practice by equipment manufacturers as hospital electrical installations are not expected 
to be stable enough.
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2.2. Grounding Systems EMC Analysis in Hospitals

As said the experiment simulates the behavior of the electrical installation configured 
with ETAP and CST Studio software tools. The validation of the experiment is given by the 
following assumptions: The obtained field levels do not need to be highly accurate, given 
that identical conditions are modeled for both neutral configurations in each hospital 
and the results are only used for comparing each other. The technical specifications of 
the medical electrical equipment connected to the network and its exact location are 
considered in the simulation. The assumptions are supported by previous studies in 
high-impact editors, such as IEEE, that confirm that the selected tools provide trustable 
outputs when the model parameters are taken from real installations (Liu, 2004; Ma 
& Dawalibi, 1998; Ma & Dawalibi, 2009; Ma et al, 2008). The selected software tools 
are commonly used in demanding research on power substations, middle-high voltage 
systems (Vias & Jamnani, 2011; Aliman & Musirin, 2013), electrical machines behavior 
(Haijun et al. 2014), low voltage facilities and grounding systems (e.g. TN-S grounding 
network) (Mitolo et al. 2013).

The experiment starts with ETAP tool performing the electrical simulations that will 
generate the parameters that will provide the input for CST Studio, to compute the 
electromagnetic field values (EMF). The network design is uploaded in the ETAP tool 
and then every element and its electrical specifications are configured with real data 
from the two hospitals. Once ETAP runs the simulation, it outputs the functional 
electrical parameters for being used as inputs of CST Studio. The 2-step simulation 
is then repeated changing the grounding systems in both hospitals for comparing the 
influence of the two grounding options under identical contexts.

3. Results

3.1. Model Skeleton – Electrical Simulation

The existing infrastructures of the two hospitals are the skeleton for the simulation.  
The actual values of the earth ground resistance are fundamental for getting realistic 
results (Liu et al. 2014). In UHB case, the company carrying out the Quality Control of 
the Project Management took that measure. In UHC, the hired maintenance personnel 
measured it during a routine 5-year installation review. These two activities have made 
that the simulation runs with exact real values.

3.2. Hospital Electrical Modeling

ETAP starts the process simulating the electrical behavior of each hospital with a nominal 
load. The simulator runs Load Flow Analysis to calculate the electrical parameters 
getting the Thévenin’s electrical equivalent circuit of each section of the installation. 
The ETAP Graphical Interface then depicts the layout of the power lines from the power 
transformation centers (TC1) to the secondary distribution boards. Figure 3 shows an 
screenshot of the TC1 section for each hospital.
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Figure 3 – Block diagram of TC1 section in UHC (left) and UHB (right).

The element on the top of the diagrams represents the Power Grid connecting to 
the middle voltage supply system of the hospitals. The level underneath shows the 
transformers. The Load Flow Analysis is executed taking the apparent power and voltage 
of the transformers, the line and equipment/load impedances (Kirar et al. 2012), the 
electrical loads characterized with active power and power factor, and the TT and TN-S 
grounding systems with measured or calculated earth ground resistances.

For the electromagnetic simulation the only required values are the currents flowing 
through the lines and the neutral and the voltage accessing to each section getting the 
Thévenin’s equivalent circuit. Figure 4 prompts the current passing through the main 
power line loads and the secondary boards in UHC, with detail of the current flowing 
through the neutral cables of TC1.

Figure 4 – Currents flowing in UHC installation and its neutral TC1 section.

These results show one of the differences between the TT and TN-S grounding systems, 
as TT is less balanced than TN-S with identical loads. Figure 5 shows the same analysis 
for UHB of the currents flowing through the neutral in TC1.
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Figure 5 – Currents flowing in UHB installation and its neutral TC1 section

3.3. Hospital Electromagnetic Modeling

The electrical part of the experiment splits the simulation in two for each hospital. 
The first one considers the electrical installation from the transformers (TC1) to the 
secondary boards. This simulation performs the load distribution for each case showing 
the differences between the two grounding systems. Logically, this will vary with different 
services and infrastructures, delivering other possible output parameters. Another 
simulation calculates the effect of the different types of electrical arrangements in the 
capillary sections, especially those hosting telecommunications wires near the power 
elements, as this service is sensitive to EMI (Kugelstadt, 2007). The second simulation 
considers the electrical wiring that reaches the medical electrical equipment.

The technical specifications of the electrical elements installed are taken from 
manufacturers’ manuals. For example, the three 1000KVA, 15-20/0,4KV transformers 
in the TC1 of UHC are Trial Model of Schneider. Medium and low voltage wiring 
specifications come from manuals, too. For example, middle voltage 1x150mm2, 
12/20KV AL DHZ1 wiring are VULPREN model. The neutral, the protection wire or the 
trays for bearing the cables are also carefully incorporated in the simulation, as they 
equally influence in EMI.

This research shows the results in the capillary sections, considering where the medical 
electrical equipment is exactly placed in the hospital. Power wires in the terminating 
section are normally deployed close to the telecommunications cables. This practice 
leads to consider this particular case of EFI, according to several regulations that set the 
limits for the maximum level of EMF and issuing recommendations for installers, such 
as for example the minimum allowed duct separation. Telecommunication wiring and 
ducting are also incorporated into the model to assess the effect on the service. The data 
transmission cable is twisted pair 5 or 6A Category. Figure 6 depicts the cable layout for 
the simulation. In the simulation we put the power and telecommunication cables close 
varying the separation distance between them. The electrical cables are on the top and 
the telecommunications cables are located underneath, with an air gap between them, 
as the air is a good dielectric.
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Figure 6 – Layouts of power and telecommunication cables.

The power and telecommunications cables reach the metallic enclosure of the medical 
electrical equipment from the distribution boards. The analyzed section is from the 
enclosure of the distribution board to the enclosure of the equipment. The maximum 
distance of EMC influence according to the regulation is 20cm (7.9inch). Figure 7 depicts 
the model of the TT neutral connection in UHC.

Figure 7 – Diagram with the connections to the medical electrical equipment with the secondary 
board in UHC. TT configuration.

Finally, we get the EMF values. Figure 8 shows the comparison of  E in V/m and H in 
A/m between both grounding configurations. It is observable that the system with TN-S 
performs better than the system with TT within all the considered range. The electrical 
simulation provides the parameters for the analysis of the electromagnetic goodness of 
the systems.

Figure 8 – E (V/m) and H (A/m) measured in the telecommunication cable.
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4. Discussion
The proposed experiment allowed to identify the grounding system that causes less 
electromagnetic interferences to medical electrical equipment in hospitals. The obtained 
results demonstrate that the TN-S grounding configuration has less electromagnetic 
impact than the TT one. This result raises a significant implication that should become 
a guideline for the design of the electrical installations for hospitals and provides the 
justification for including EMC when designing grounding systems in the normative, as 
this is today left to the designer’s criteria, causing the delivery of nonoptimal solutions.

In current electrical installations with nonlinear loads, like variable-frequency drives, 
starters, electronic ballasts, the authors have presented a significant operational 
advantage for designing the neutral with TN-S, rather than TT as it also portrays better 
electrical stability.

4.1. Discussion on Electric Fields

Even when E magnitudes of both grounding systems are comparable, however TN-S 
system shows less intensity around the working area than the TT system, reaching up to 
100% in some distances. These better performance remains unalterable in every section 
from the low-voltage panel board to the secondary distribution boards, and from these 
to the terminating equipment connection. In any case, the values obtained with any of 
the two systems are significantly lower than the maximum values of exposure to the 
electric radiation, as it will be explained later. The simulation shows higher differences 
in the core section. These sections are normally deployed in special premises, such as 
galleries or spaces solely dedicated to the infrastructures, that are usually not accessible 
for not authorized hospital users. However, these areas also allocate telecommunication 
cables, leading to optimize the design, otherwise the service might experience irregular 
operation or could deteriorate faster.

Parts 1-2 of the Spanish Standard UNE-EN 60601-1-2:2008, about the general 
requirements for basic safety and essential performance including electromagnetic 
compatibility requirements and EMI tests for medical electrical equipment, only 
consider the variations of root mean square voltage (Vrms), making necessary to consider 
the international normative about user exposure to E (V/m). The Report of the World 
Health Organization (WHO) about the exposure to EMF give the recommendations as 
Exposure Limit Values, (ELV) at 50Hz EMF on average generated by power lines, as 
shown in Table 2. The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection 
(ICNIRP), the NGO recognized by the WHO as the top reference for the evaluation of the 
scientific research production worldwide, issued a series of guidelines (ICNIRP, 1998) 
about the exposure limits to fields deducible from high-impact publications. Table 3 
summarizes the latest information by ICNIRP on the maximum ELV levels [4, 30].

Under the power line At 50 meters distance

Electric Field Intensity 
(V/m)

Magnetic flux (µT) Electric Field Intensity (V/m) Magnetic flux (µT)

10 20-22 100 0.01 – 0.02

Table 2 – Average ELV to EMF generated by power distribution lines @50hz. Source: WHO.
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Units
Electric 

Field 
(V/m)

Magnetic 
Field (µT)

Power Density 
(W/m2)

Power 
Density (W/

m2)

Power 
Density (W/

m2)

Frequency 50Hz 50Hz 900MHz 1.8GHz 2.45GHz

ELVs for people 5 100 4.5 9 10

ELVs for 
occupation

10 500 22.5 45

Table 3 – Average ELV in near power distribution lines @50hz. Source: ICNIRP, EMC 
guidelines, Health Physics 74, 494-522 (1988).

Our simulations demonstrate that both analyzed grounding systems have EFV levels 
much lower than the recommended limits -even taking the case of being under the power 
lines, which is more restrictive-. In any case, the TN-S system emits less radiation than 
the TT providing better performance. Specifically, the simulation yields 1,700V/m with 
TN-S system and 1,400V/m with TT on the top of the power wires, which is the worst 
case for users and equipment.

4.2. Discussion on Magnetic Fields

Conclusions on Magnetic Fields are similar to Electric Fields, although their influence 
is higher (Netzer, 2013). Part 1-2 of the Spanish Standard UNE-EN 60601-1-2:2008, 
about the general requirements for basic safety and essential performance including 
Electromagnetic compatibility requirements and EMI tests for medical electrical 
equipment, indicates that H unit is in A/m. Table 4 summarizes these values.

Immunity Trial Trial Level according to 
Standard IEC 60601

Compliance Level

Magnetic Field at 50/60Hz Grid 
Frequency, according to IEC 61000-4-8

3A/m 0.3A/m

Table 4 – EMI Compliance tests summary. Source: UNE-EN 60601-1-2:2008.

The simulated results are significantly lower than the ELV. TN-S system once again 
performs better as emits lower field levels than TT scheme. The difference is one order 
of magnitude above in some points, but, in any case, it is lower than the normative in 
the whole range. Table 5 shows a summary of ELV by the ICNIRP (San Martin, 2001; 
Sierra, 2000).

Frequency (f) Range 
(KHz)

Magnetic Field Intensity (A/m) Magnetic Flux Density (µT)

0.025 – 0.82 20/f 25/f

Table 5 – Magnetic fields ELVs near power distribution lines. Source: ICNIRP, EMC Guidelines, 
Health Physics 74, 494-522 (1998).
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Applying the formula in our study yields a maximum threshold of 0.4A/m at 50Hz, 
validating our conclusions. The results also comply the Spanish Standard UNE 
50310:2007 for the application of equipotential bonding and earthing in buildings with 
information technology equipment.

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, this study demonstrates that the TN-S scheme of the neutral in the 
grounding system is more appropriate than the TT in hospital electrical installations as 
the TN-S because, not only improves the ulterior operation of the facilities deployed in 
the building, but also reduces the EMI over the connected medical electrical equipment 
and user exposure to undesirable radiations.

The results of this research could be used as the basis for justifying the inclusion of EMC 
considerations in the design of electrical installations in the normative, being especially 
convenient for hospitals.
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